Impressive progress has been made in this field due to a better understanding of the mechanisms involved in forming selective imprints, and also the employment of new methods of synthesis, which have led to significant advances in the production of materials for various analytical and separation applications. [3, 4] One recent challenge in molecular imprinting has been the aspiration of achieving controllable molecular recognition. [5, 6] . Thanks to rapid progress in the field of controlled release, this objective is being facilitated by borrowing the 'smart' properties from controlled release technology. [7] One typical case is poly(N-isopropylacylamide) (PNIPAm)-based MIPs, which demonstrate controllable molecular recognition resulting from the thermosensitive hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity of PNIPAm (transition temperature, ~32 o C). [8] The hydrophilicity of PNIPAm decreases with rising temperature. Thus, PNIPAm-based MIPs in water exhibit lower molecular recognition abilities at elevated temperatures due to the increased hydrophobicity, which inhibits access to the imprinted networks. However, in most cases this inverse molecular recognition ability does not find significant practical application given the low molecular recognition capability and slow kinetics at low temperature. Furthermore, it is challenging to identify the polymer's hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties during the adsorption process. On the contrary, the fabrication of MIPs having positive 'on/off'-switchable functions would generate substantial potential for applications. To date, this need has not been met. 2 We recently described a zipper-like nanoreactor with controllable reactivity. [9] This nanoreactor was composed of Ag nanoparticles and a polymer matrix made of poly(acrylamide- Building on this work, we report herein the first zipper-like imprinted polymer with 'on/off'-switchable functions (i.e., 'MIP-S'). As proposed in Scheme 1, this MIP-S displayed poor molecular recognition at relatively low temperatures due to the interpolymer complexation between PAAm and PAMPS, which restricted access of the analyte to the imprinted networks. On the contrary, the MIP-S demonstrated significant molecular recognition at relatively high temperatures resulting from the dissociation of the interpolymer complexes, which allowed the analyte to gain access to the polymer interior. In this way, this unique MIP-S demonstrated an 'on/off'-switchable molecular recognition ability. 3 S-naproxen was selected as the template to prepare the MIP-S, because of its compatibility with water and the availability of sophisticated imprinting methods. [10] To meet the demand of an optimised 'imprint', [11] stoichiometric template-monomers and AAm-MAPS interactions have to be employed. were also prepared under comparable conditions. NIP-S was prepared by using the same composition as MIP-S, except that no template was used during the preparation. MIP-C had the same composition as MIP-S, but in which AMPS was replaced with the same amount of AAM. FTIR spectra were used to track the imprinting process during the preparation of MIP-S, as shown in Figure 3 (where the MIP-S precursor is the MIP-S system where the imprinted S-naproxen was not removed from the polymer matrix). Three characteristic peaks (3400-3600, 2900-3100, ~1750 cm -1 ) and one broad fingerprint band (1000-1600 cm -1 ) appeared in the spectra of both MIP-S systems.
These characteristic peaks can be attributed to the stretching vibration of O-H (N-H), C-H and C=O. [12] The fingerprint band may arise from C-N and C-C bonds and their rotation. [13] For comparison, we also included the FTIR spectra of two control polymers to Figure 3 . The MIP-S precursor, MIP-S and NIP-S all displayed the broad fingerprint band at 1000-1600 cm -1 , but MIP-C failed to show this. It is thus clear that both the MIP-S and NIP-S systems had PAMPS in their polymeric networks. [14] As further noted, the MIP-S precursor incorporated both characteristic peaks of NIP-S and S-naproxen in the FTIR spectrum, thereby implying its complicated composition. After washing, the spectrum of the MIP-S precursor (viz. MIP-S) became comparable to that of NIP-S. It is therefore clear that the imprinting of S-naproxen occurred during the preparation, as expected. The switchable interaction between PAAm and PAMPS was studied as a function of temperature, as shown in Figure 5 . By a comparison between both 'smart' polymers (i.e., MIP-S and NIP-S) and the conventional MIP-C, the contribution of the PAAm-PAMPS interaction can be reflected by water intake (W c ). [15] MIP-S and NIP-S displayed significant dependence on temperature, relative to MIP-C. The products were profusely washed with ethanol and acetic acid and then dried at room temperature.
TPD: Using gas chromatography (TCD) and a data processing system, polymers (10 mg) were placed 10 into an online U-shaped quartz tube (4 mm I.D.). After 10 μL of analytes (1μmol mL 
Adsorption test:
The adsorption properties of the prepared polymers were evaluated using a batch format. [9] The initial concentration of S-naproxen was 1.0 μmol mL -1 (totally 15 mL PBS; pH 7.0).
The solid content of polymers was 5.0 mg mL -1 in each test. The change of the analyte concentration was spectrophotometrically monitored at 331 nm. The adsorption amount of these polymers was obtained from the mass balance of analytes and based on the average value of identical triplicate runs.
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